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Violent Identifications

Civilian Sectional Rhetorics during the American
Civil War

Antebellum debates over slavery and whether the North and South could
remain a union were often marked by violence. When Charles Sumner,
Republican senator from Massachusetts, decried slavery in his 1856 speech
“Crime Against Kansas,” he described the “rape of virgin territory” and
accused South Carolina senator Andrew Butler of having taken as mistress
the “harlot Slavery” and of being an “uncompromising, unblushing
representative . . . of a flagrant sectionalism which now domineers over the
Republic.” Preston Brooks, a cousin of Butler’s and a congressman from
South Carolina, responded to Sumner’s speech violently, striking the senator
repeatedly on the head with his cane, splitting Sumner’s skull. Public senti-
ment in the South was that the violent response to Sumner’s speech was
warranted, whereas in the North the assault signified the zealous determin-
ation of southern slave power.1

Arguments about national disunion spilled from political platforms,
echoed from church podiums, were reprinted in newspapers, and were
commented on by editorialists. Such rhetorics of division were common
throughout the 1850s and earlier. The biblical image of the “house divided”
was used by fire-eater William Yancey in advocating “secession or arms.”2

In Abraham Lincoln’s more famous address to the Republican National
Convention on June 16, 1858, he described a “house divided,” concluding
that “government cannot endure, permanently, half slave and half free.”
Months later, on October 25, 1858, Senator William Henry Seward
addressed a packed audience in Rochester, New York, and spoke of what
he saw as an “irrepressible conflict.” Declaring that a “revolution has
begun,” he ended his speech predicting an “overthrow, by one decisive blow,
[of] the betrayers of the Constitution and Freedom forever.” Seward’s speech
created a furor and was reprinted frequently in the press. The Republican
position, as outlined in the New York Tribune, encouraged confronting the
“Slave Power with determination and energy,” while southern fire-eaters
used the speech to argue for their cause.3
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Leading up to the Civil War, violence and violent words reflected and
provoked a nation at odds, serving as catalysts to increasingly stringent
rhetorics of sectionalism and disunion.4 Within the realm of rhetoric, war
results from failed communication, from the inability to establish joined
interests and cooperation. Kenneth Burke describes war as “that ultimate
disease of cooperation” and “perversion of communion.”5 Likewise, Wayne
Booth concludes “the only real alternative to violence is LR [Listening
Rhetoric],” in which “opponents in any controversy listen to each
other . . . to find the common ground behind the conflict.”6 With the first
shots at Fort Sumter, any remaining attempts at listening and persuasion
between North and South gave way to military conflict.

The vehement disunion rhetorics that swelled in anticipation of armed
conflict crafted sectional identities for listeners and readers alike, pitting the
interests of opposing sides as irreconcilable. Yet, for some, embracing and
enacting such sectional identities were a process, one that can be read
rhetorically. The process of identification, which Burke describes as the
primary purview of rhetoric and the fostering of communion and joined
interests, was important for strengthening sectional identities and for culti-
vating an us/them dichotomy that could strengthen a people’s resolve to
withstand war’s hardships. As Burke explains, rhetorical identifications do
not occur primarily through “one particular address, but as a general body
of identifications that owe their convincingness much more to trivial repeti-
tions and dull daily reinforcements than to exceptional rhetorical skill.”7 For
those loyal to the Confederacy, such identification required separation from
their former nation and association with a new nation, still largely undefined
apart from its identity as slaveholding.8

This chapter focuses on the war-time diary of one Virginia plantation
mistress, Ida Powell Dulany, to explore her process of sectional identification
and to illustrate the role of proximity to war and its violence in war-time
identities. As Dulany experienced the hardships of war, she became more
committed, in word and in action, to both the Confederate cause and the
assumptions of irreconcilable difference common in pre-war disunion rheto-
rics. In addition to illustrating Dulany’s process of political identification,
her diary provides a case study of war-time rhetorical exigencies. While
Dulany fought to preserve her way of life, Union forces occupying the area
also shifted in perspective, primarily viewing her and other women aligned
with the Confederacy no longer as ladies but as enemies, especially, in
Dulany’s case, because of her support for local guerrilla warfare. Likewise,
those enslaved at the Dulany plantation, Oakley, were also fighting for their
freedom and, often through rhetorical action, resisting the formation of a
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slaveholding nation. Oakley, with its mistress’s war-time diary, represents a
site of competing and divergent rhetorical motives and a site of conflict over
the meaning of the southern home.
Dulany began her chronicle of the Civil War on July 25, 1861, and wrote

periodically until January 1865. Location was central to her experiences of
war. The family’s 850-acre plantation was located in Fauquier County,
Virginia, approximately fifty miles from Washington, DC. Virginia was
home to most of the fighting in the Civil War’s Eastern Theater, and its
civilians felt war’s impact from the beginning of the conflict. Inhabitants of
Oakley were especially vulnerable because the plantation sat on a major
thoroughfare that both northern and southern troops frequently traveled
and sought to control. As William Blair has argued, “Virginia’s geographic
location promoted Confederate identity, allowing its people to fight for the
nation by protecting their homes.”9 Dulany’s diary provides insight into
such identity formation and helps us understand how war’s violence shaped
political identifications, as well as how the public rhetorics of violent dis-
union shaped personal rhetorics of sectional division.
In positing war-time sectional identification as a rhetorical process,

I build on Rosanne Carlo’s efforts to “understand identity formation
through a rhetorical lens” and to “explore the term ethos and to see how
our living—our things, our places—helps us construct our character.”
Viewing identity formation rhetorically expands the concept of ethos beyond
the conventional definition of self-presentation to include self-understanding
and identifications, and it accounts for the role of place in shaping rhetorical
actions. As Carlo explains, place “is essential to rhetorical activity. It is
not just a backdrop for human action but greatly influences and even
co-participates in communication acts and world creation.”10 Southern
experiences of Civil War varied drastically based on geographical location.
Those positioned along the routes of invading regiments experienced what
has been called a people’s war, and they saw the conflict very differently than
those who read about battles and Union plundering in newspapers or even in
letters from family and friends. Using Carlo’s terms, those within military
lines of conflict “lived” the Civil War differently, which had an impact on
how they identified themselves with the Confederate war effort.11 In analyz-
ing this process of political identification, I use the concept of rhetorical
becoming, a term that accounts for the circumstances, contexts, and
locations that shape self-perception and the rhetorical nature of ethos con-
struction. It accounts for the interplay of public discourses such as disunion
rhetorics and individual experiences in shaping a sense of identity or
war-time “ethos.”

Civilian Sectional Rhetorics
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Initial War Resistance through a Domestic Lens

Born in 1836, Dulany grew up on a large plantation in Virginia and married
into her husband Hal’s planter family at age nineteen. By her account,
Dulany was not initially an ardent secessionist. As she recounts, it was only
after April 1861, when Lincoln called for 75,000 militiamen to suppress the
rebellion at Charleston, South Carolina’s Fort Sumter, that she favored
disunion. Her position was widely shared in Virginia. While southern states
started to withdraw from the Union in December of 1860, the Virginia
convention voted to secede only after the Confederate attack on Fort
Sumter prompted Lincoln’s response. Even then, the convention vote was
split, with eighty-eight delegates for and fifty-five against secession. Dulany’s
family members sided against disunion: her husband’s uncle, a delegate to
the convention, joined those who voted against Virginia leaving the Union,
and Dulany’s uncle was also strongly opposed.12

Her first diary entry on July 25, 1861, explained why she was writing:

This morning my personal participation in the sad experiences of this dreadful
war commenced. Hal has gone with the Company of which he is 1st
lieutenant . . . and to-night I begin my journal, not so much to record my
own feelings as to give a simple statement of events as they pass from the time
of his leaving till the blessed day of his return.

While Dulany clearly supported slavery and wanted to maintain her
privileged lifestyle, she did not initially express ardent Confederate
patriotism. It was disunion of family, not an independent Confederacy, that
was her primary concern. In Dulany’s recounting, Oakley represented a
domestic ideal. On September 12, 1861, she wrote, “I remember a year
ago sitting with Hal on the porch and telling him that my life had been so
happy for the last two years, no anxiety, no sickness, no death, and every
thing I wanted to make me happy.”13 She began her diary with the intent of
writing a short narrative of a victorious homecoming, a tale of the strength
and well-being of the elite, white southern home.

Even though she stated that she supported secession following the firing
on Fort Sumter, Dulany’s several entries after Hal left home expressed her
conviction that the war could have been avoided and her aristocratic, white
family left intact. Hal’s active service began in the fall of 1861, creating
unexpected anxiety for Dulany and causing her to question her support of
the fledgling Confederacy: “It is something unnatural to be without him, my
anxiety for him is so great, my responsibility so heavy that . . . my courage,
patriotism, and faith all seem failing together.”14 Before war came to her
community, the ideals of a new, slaveholding nation seemed abstract in
comparison to the disruption of her home and fear for her husband’s safety.
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In her early journal entries, she even criticized the war effort, writing, for
example, “It would have been well if before this war had begun, the people
who are responsible for it had counted the cost, and compared it with the
gain, that seeing how immeasurably the former exceeded the latter, they
might wisely have been dissuaded from it.” On October 16, 1861, Dulany
explained, “At times I have an indescribable feeling of rebellion against this
wicked cruel war and cannot get reconciled to a whole year’s separation
from my dear husband.” In November 1861, she lamented “this most
horrid and unnatural and unnecessary war.”15 In her early resistance,
Dulany complicates the dominant historical narrative that southern
women initially supported the war, but that their support waned as per-
sonal hardships and responsibilities usually reserved for their men
increased.16 Her initial diary entries indicate her reluctance to endure war’s
uncertainties and their potentially devastating impact on her home and
family. Dulany’s ethos, however, shifted as she became immersed in what
Thavolia Glymph has aptly labeled “the first major sustained assault on
planter homes.”17

Violent Confrontations

OnMarch 10, 1862, Dulany wrote, “Our most anxious personal fears are at
last realized.” Confederate forces fell back from the county, leaving its
citizens and their homes open to Federal occupation. Hal, serving in the
Confederate forces, warned his wife to take refuge with relatives.18 Dulany,
however, chose not to become a refugee and stayed to protect her home. This
decision exposed her personally to what were often violent intrusions by
Union forces, soldiers living off the land and seeking retaliation against those
who were supporting the Confederacy.
By March 17, 1862, Dulany began to chronicle Union plundering. When

northern soldiers initially came to Oakley, Dulany did not herself confront
them. Instead, she positioned her slaves as her rhetorical substitutes, perhaps
assuming that as a privileged plantation mistress, she should be able to
distance herself from the harsh realities of war. For example, on March
18, 1863, she wrote that eight soldiers with guns and swords approached the
house asking for dinner. She and her children went upstairs to avoid the
men, but she instructed Mimi, a household slave, to refuse their requests for
dinner. While Mimi was left to address the hungry soldiers, Dulany watched
from her upstairs window as the soldiers hit the doors and windows with the
butts of their rifles. Though the men left without breaking the locks or
securing dinner, they did, she reported, shoot her cattle and drive off her
turkeys. When the overseer, Mr. Kidwell, attempted to intervene, he was
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told “they have a right to everything they wanted because Hal was in arms
for the South.”19

In spite of the soldiers’ declaration that the line between soldier and
civilian was indeed a thin one, Dulany expected protection based on her
gender. Several days after Federal troops first visited Oakley, however, they
returned to confiscate livestock. When she attempted to withhold her chil-
dren’s steers, her appeal as a mother failed. By her account, the plundering
soldiers responded that “if I did not want them killed I ought not to have
been for secession.” Positioned not as a wife or mother but as a political foe,
Dulany wrote, “I was so angry that for the first time in my life my heart was
filled [with] cursing.”20 She also recorded similar experiences of other
members of her community. After recounting the damage to homes and
the loss of property following a Union raid, she summarized, “Everyone
I met told the same sad story.” Such collective stories of suffering served as
community persuasion, promoting Confederate loyalties and providing a
shared image of the enemy.21

Initially, Union war policy had been one of conciliation, with protections
offered to women and efforts made to encourage ongoing loyalty to the
Union. By 1862, however, Union forces had witnessed unexpected carnage
on the battlefield and forceful resistance by civilians, including women. As a
result, they generally viewed Confederate women as political enemies, not as
ladies. The Civil War has been labeled a “household war” by Lisa Tendrich
Frank and LeeAnn Whites, who argue that “the war itself was fought
primarily in, through, or as an extension of the household and household
relations.”22 Frank explains that Union commanders pursued campaigns to
“undermine households” through tactics including the emancipation of the
enslaved, the destruction of crops and infrastructure, and the invasion and
destruction of civilian homes.23 Such a strategy was supported by the
Union’s military policy: General Order no. 100, a new legal code of war,
also known as Instructions for the Government of Armies of the United
States in the Field, was authored by law professor Francis Lieber at the
request of the Federal government. Lieber’s code weakened civilian immun-
ity and called into question assumptions about women’s innocence.24

Often, war rhetoric is associated with public speeches; however, military
documents such as Lieber’s Code and congressional proclamations did much
to cultivate political loyalties in both the North and the South.25 While
Dulany commented with outrage on Union General Benjamin Butler’s
notorious “Woman’s Order” in New Orleans, she was more immediately
concerned about the Federal Confiscation Act of 1862 and orders issued by
Major General John Pope. The Confiscation Act threatened the seizure of
property belonging to those disloyal to the Union, while Pope’s Order no. 7
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held local citizens liable for the damage done by guerrilla warfare, and
General Order no. 11 called for the immediate arrest of “disloyal male
citizens,” who were required to take and uphold an oath of allegiance to
the Union.26 News of the Confiscation Act led Dulany to assert in her diary
that “our cause will in my belief surely succeed.” In response to Pope’s
Orders, which kept Hal on the run, Dulany wrote in August 1862, “I only
hope our men may have the firmness to resist to the death. Exile, confisca-
tion, even death before perjury and disgrace.”27 After living five months in
the fray of war, she set aside her lament over spousal separation and voiced a
commitment to political resistance over reconciliation.
As the lines between civilian and combatant blurred in Virginia’s

northern counties, Dulany reported increased destruction in local encoun-
ters with Union troops. While elite Confederate white women did not
often suffer violence at the hands of invading troops, Dulany did record
physical altercations. In one instance, she wrote of blocking the door to a
meat cellar even as soldiers approached with an ax. She was not harmed,
despite the men’s threats of violence. However, in another encounter with
looting soldiers, she described a chaotic scene of destruction and physical
contact:

They were more like fiends than any human beings I had ever seen, nothing
I said made the least impression upon them. They would not wait for me to
unlock any drawers, but with their heavy boots kicked and broke open my
handsome furniture . . . They then started upstairs. I sprang before them, telling
them there were children upstairs who would be frightened. They tried to push
by me but I pushed some of them back as quietly as possible under the
circumstances. One then seized me by the shoulders and twisted me around
out of his way, then they all rushed pell mell by me, and every room was filled
with them.

Upstairs, they ransacked the family’s clothes and linens; in the process
Dulany was again injured when her sleeve caught on the knob of a door that
the soldiers rushed through. She attempted to dissuade the intruders through
verbal requests, but even she resorted to physical resistance, attempting to
block the staircase from those who eventually pushed past her. Dulany’s
descriptions of the uncertainty and chaos in her home stand in vivid contrast
to her recollections of her home prior to war.28

Violence and Rhetorical Becoming

As Dulany wrote about war’s violence, she acknowledged its impact on her
political identity. For example, she explained, “Event follows event, all alike
calculated to intensify the hatred always sufficiently strong towards the
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savage invader of our soil.” War-time hardship, she argued, “increases my
love for the cause daily becoming more and more hallowed by the dearest
and noblest blood of our land.”29 As rhetorical scholar Stephen Browne
explains, “violence could be constitutive of discourse itself” as it “gives rise
to certain interpretive possibilities and makes possible ways of reordering
collective commitments and shared meanings.”30 Dulany’s war experiences
were generative and helped to solidify for her the us/them dichotomy that
defined disunion rhetorics.

The war-time violence that Dulany witnessed and experienced changed
the way she visualized both her enemies and herself. As the Union policy of
taking war to the southern people became more destructive, she cast Federal
forces not as gentlemen or even humans, but as “wolves,” “brutes,” and
“fiends,” and “wild beasts drunk with blood, [who] reveled in destruction
for destruction’s sake.”31 In her descriptions, communication between the
opposing sides had failed. Living in Federally occupied territory, she
lamented having “no hope of hearing the truth about anything” as she
claimed that “the wit most in vogue among the Yankees is to tell immense
lies to depress and cow the spirits of the secessionists.” She distrusted
northern media, frequently complaining of her inability to procure
“Southern” papers, convinced that northern ones would “hide
[Confederate victories] as best they may.”32 Rhetorical strategies such as
dehumanizing her foes and insisting on the disintegration of communication
helped explain war’s violence and fostered political identifications and
political action.

While she formed an image of her enemies, she also had to reimagine
herself as capable of having and being an enemy. After describing soldiers’
destruction in her community, she concluded, “It would be impossible to
describe the effect of all this upon me. My nature seems changed entirely
from having at all times a disposition not easily roused to anger. I find such
feelings of deep indignation at and utter detestation of these foul practices
and even such a constant desire that the time of vengeance may be near that
I scarcely recognize my own identity.”33 Her experiences of the Civil War
challenged both gendered and Christian antebellum ideals that discouraged
feminine anger and political action. Dulany’s assumption of traditionally
masculine roles while Hal was away placed her in direct opposition to Union
efforts. In addition to standing in place of Hal in attempting to protect
Oakley from pillaging, she was also arrested as a substitute for her husband
when a former family slave failed to return to Federal camp after going to
Oakley to secure his family.34 With her husband in hiding, Dulany spent a
night under Union arrest and was then released, left to find her own way
home in the dark and the rain. As the lines between civilian and combatant
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blurred in Virginia’s Civil War, Dulany’s initial attempt to maintain distance
from the conflict had certainly failed. In addition to witnessing the destruc-
tion at Oakley, she also recognized a dismantling of assumptions that had
shaped her pre-war identity, a recognition that served to dissociate her
further from the Union and identify her fully with the Confederacy.
While Dulany had worked to obtain supplies for departing Confederate

soldiers before Union occupation, her journal chronicles her growing
involvement in the Confederate war effort. She began to position herself
politically and in opposition to Union troops. In her second encounter with
Federal occupiers, she wrote that her intention was “to infuse them as much
as was in my power [with] a doubt of the justice of the cause in which they
had enlisted.” She also admitted sharing her secessionist views with a Union
colonel and having a “lively discussion on politics” with a Federal captain.
Her diary itself became a political act as she encouraged sectional anger in
future readers. For example, after hearing of the plundering of her uncle’s
home, Dulany wrote: “It makes my blood boil to think that my venerable
Uncle . . . should be insulted and reviled in his old age by a little squirt of a
Yankee Captain with a band of robbers to support him in the outrage. Capt.
McCabe (I write his name that my children even may know & detest
him). . .”35 For Dulany, political action often was a response to the acts of
war she witnessed, illustrating the role of place in her rhetorical becoming.
Perhaps most boldly, she also actively assisted Confederate and guerrilla

troops, providing refuge for John Mosby and his men, who waged guerrilla
warfare in northern Virginia.36 The surprise attacks of Mosby’s Rangers (as
they were known) caused disruption and Union outrage when they burned
bridges, cut telegraph lines, destroyed or commandeered Federal supplies,
and captured Union prisoners. While Dulany herself expressed some concern
about Mosby’s tactics, she and her family nonetheless actively supported
their efforts, offering them shelter, food, communication, and supplies. The
family also likely harbored arms for Mosby’s raids, supplies that Dulany had
hidden from the Union soldiers who frequently searched her home.37

Confederate women’s roles in guerrilla warfare are frequently overlooked.
However, women such as Dulany provided shelter that was necessary to
sustain Mosby’s disruptive raids and ambushes, some of which occurred on
the grounds of Oakley.
Dulany’s commitment to the Rangers was remarkable, even leading her

onto the field of battle. After witnessing a skirmish with Union troops, she
ventured into the chaos to assist Mosby’s injured men, several of whom had
suffered gruesome wounds. She described one fallen young man with “a hole
as large as the end of my thumb through his forehead” and another “shot
through the shoulder and lungs.” She gave them whiskey and water and
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sought help to carry them back to Oakley, where she nursed the wounded.
“The floor of the Hall,” Dulany chronicled, “was covered with blood, and
there were pools of blood about the yard and porches.” Some of the men she
assisted had previously slept at Oakley and shared meals with the family. As
she put it, she “felt more shocked” than she had since the war began “at the
idea of seeing some one I knew and liked shot before my face.”38 A witness to
death, destruction, and violence, Dulany increasingly became a participant in
the war, albeit a reluctant one. Her diary thus contributes to our understand-
ing of the impact of location and, relatedly, war’s violence on the political and
rhetorical becoming of southern-sympathizing elite white women.

Oakley’s Associations with Violence

However, in considering the impact of war-time violence on political
identities, we must also consider Oakley’s own associations with violence
and what it symbolized for Dulany’s opponents. Her husband Hal and his
brother-in-law Richard were known to Union troops as they had assem-
bled a company of cavalrymen first known as the Dulany troop. When
Hal resigned from his post due to an eye injury in the summer of 1862,
Richard was promoted to lieutenant colonel. His successful surprise
attack on May 15, 1862, led to his notoriety among Federal troops in
nearby counties.39 In her diary, Dulany wrote of her interaction with two
soldiers who threatened to burn her house because of the military actions
of her husband Richard, one of the soldiers told her, was “a very bad man
[who] murdered our prisoners in cold blood after they laid down their
arms.”40 Perhaps even more enraging for Union representatives was
Oakley’s association with Mosby and guerrilla warfare. To Union offi-
cers, Mosby was “a cut throat, a scoundrel, a robber, a murderer, a
blackguard, a thief.”41 As a result, troops often searched the Dulany
home for Mosby and his men, and eventually burned buildings on the
property.42

Of course, it was not the Civil War that brought violence to Oakley. The
institution of slavery had already made violence a fixture of the Dulany
home and the surrounding community. Just as Oakley’s location exposed
Dulany to the war’s various threats, it created opportunities for the sixty-
nine men, women, and children enslaved at Oakley to resist and make plans
for freedom. As Joseph Reidy notes, “Enslaved people’s struggles for free-
dom depended implicitly on the physical and human geography of the
Southern states.”43 This was very much the case in northern Virginia. On
August 9, 1861, Dulany wrote, “the servants heard heavy firing of artillery
yesterday evening. I am afraid General Banks has begun his boasted work of
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burning and plunder.”44 To the enslaved at Oakley, the sound of Union
artillery surely meant something very different than it did to their mistress.
The sights and sounds of war provided opportunities for resistance—and
resist they did from the moment Hal left for war. Dulany recorded instances
ranging from work stoppages, to meeting with Union soldiers in Oakley’s
kitchen, to running away. Such resistance was widespread in the
Confederate South. It was also rhetorical in nature and an important contri-
bution to the Union war effort itself.45

Historians have debated the role of mistresses in slavery’s violence, with
some arguing that they “softened” the institution’s harsher aspects while
identifying with women slaves based on gender. Others argue that mis-
tresses’ implication in the violence of slavery has been overlooked.46 By
her own account, Dulany chose violence as a method of slave management,
one that the enslaved at Oakley increasingly resisted. She recorded several
instances of slaves leaving Oakley after being threatened. For example,
Mimi, who served as Dulany’s rhetorical substitute when invading forces
first came to Oakley, left after Dulany threatened to have her whipped for
“provoking her.” Before going, Mimi also encouraged other slaves to turn
against their mistress. Dulany wrote of Tom running away from the man he
was hired out to after he, too, encountered a physical threat. Similarly, Davy
“ran off” after the overseer threatened him with punishment.47 Early in her
diary, Dulany admitted her reliance on those enslaved at Oakley, writing
that she “would not know what to do with [her young son] without [a
servant].” Her last entry, written in January 1865, echoed a common slave
mistress defense: rhetorical denial. Writing of emancipation, she asserted, “I
have not heard one slave holder object to the move.” When slaves left
plantations by the droves, asserting their freedom, they defied common
slaveholder myths of loyalty and devotion. In response, former mistresses,
including Dulany, wrote sparingly about their departure, insisting that their
absence was not a loss.48

While Dulany initially criticized disunion because of its potentially devas-
tating impact on her family, her commitment to the Confederate cause
increased as the violent images forecast in pre-war disunion rhetorics became
reality and as she watched the dismantling of Oakley and the security,
power, and prestige associated with it. Her diary presents a narrative of
increasing sectional identification in response to what she witnessed, a case
study that illustrates how war-time violence shaped political identities and
shifted personal priorities. Oakley, situated on a battle-contested thorough-
fare, positioned its inhabitants and visitors alike to realize war’s violent
identifications, with the proximity to war shaping opportunities for action
and rhetorical becoming.
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